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1.    Preparation

Numbering  the  music  score...

As always, I begin my workshop by numbering the bars of
the written music score - as published in ‘Easy Keyboard
Library - Christmas Songs’.  This arrangement opens with an
eight-bar introduction that leads into the verse of the carol.  If
you start at bar 1 and number each bar to the end you’ll end
with bar 32 at the finish of the written score.

Note: As I’ve spoken in the past on the subject of creating
intros it might be worth noting here that the arranger of the
EKL version has borrowed the last eight bars of the song to
use as the intro - which is one of the frequently used methods.

The style I’ve chosen for the background of Silent Night is
the Tyros4’s ‘Christmas Waltz’ style - played at a tempo of 85
b.p.m.  I know it seems rather an obvious choice but, on this
occasion, it’s absolutely perfect because the style’s Intro 3
sequence fits the written introduction like a glove.  In fact, it
works so well that you can actually play the written notes
over the top of the keyboard’s intro.

2.    Registrations

The registrations are nice and simple too - especially if you
have a Tyros4 because all the sounds I’ll use are provided

A workshop series for the slightly more experienced and/or adventurous keyboard players -
in which we set out to turn a simply written tune into a ‘performance’.
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On  the  day  before  Christmas  Eve  in  1818  Franz  Gruber
arrived  at  the  cold,  draughty  little  mountain  church,  where  he
held  the  post  of  organist,  to  discover  that  a  hungry  mouse
had  chewed  through  the  bellows  of  the  old  organ,  silencing  it.
Exasperated,  he  pressed  the  keys  and  pumped  the  bellows  to
no  avail.    .  Not  a  sound!  

Father  Mohr,  a  new  young  priest  who  had  recently  been  sent
to  the  church  to  help  its  stern  and  aging  Pastor,  shyly  drew
from  his  pocket  a  paper  with  some  words  of  a  carol  he  had
scrawled  on  it...

"Silent  Night,  Holy  night.  All  is  calm.  All  is  bright.  Round  yon
virgin  mother  and  child.  Holy  infant  so  tender  and  mild.  Sleep
in  Heavenly  Peace!"

Franz  Gruber  was  so  captivated  by  the  simplicity  of  the  words
that  he  rushed  home  and,  fingering  the  notes  on  his  violin,  he
wrote  the  tune  and  a  simple  harmony  so  that  he  and  Father
Mohr  would  be  able  to  perform  the  piece  together.

There,  on  Christmas  Eve,  in  that  little  church  in  the  mountains
the world  premier  of  "Silent  Night"  was  given.    Naturally  the
congregation  was  disappointed  that  the  organ  was  broken  -
but  then,  to  everyone's  surprise,  six  children  dressed  in
colourful  clothes  adorned  with  bright  red  bows  appeared  at
the  front  of  Church  -  flanked  by  Father  Mohr  and  Franz
Gruber  playing  his  violin.

The  Pastor  was  neither  pleased  nor  amused  however  -  and
the  surprised  parishioners  didn't  know  what  to  think  -  but  by
the  time  the  snow  had  disappeared  from  the  mountain  side
(allowing  the  organ  repair  man  to  come  and  mend  the
organ’s  bellows)  Father  Mohr  was  long  gone.  

Up  in  the  choir  loft  the  organ  repairer  found  the  scrap  of
paper  on  which  Silent  Night  was  written  and  he  carried  it  out
of  the  church  in  the  mountains  to  the  world  -  to  its  cathedrals,
music  halls  and  palaces.    Authorship  was  attributed  to  various
famous  composers  and  only  later  did  the  world  learn  the  true
identities  of  the  humble  authors...

Today  we’ve  forgotten  most  of  the  other  Austrian  priests  and
organists  of  the  time  but  the  names  of  Father  Joseph  Mohr
and  organist  Franz  Gruber  live  on...  in  a  museum  built  in
their  honour  and  in  the  beautiful  Christmas  carol  ‘Silent
Night’  which  is  sung  in  200  languages  every  Christmas
around  the  world.
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No.5: Silent Night
Music  score  contained  in  EKL  ‘Christmas  Songs’  

Here’s a nice easy workshop for Christmas that I think
everyone will be able to follow...  

‘Silent Night’ probably typifies the Christmas season
for more people throughout the world than any other
tune.  It was composed in 1818 in Austria by Franz
Gruber - and was set to the lyrics of a song titled
“Stille Nacht” that had been written a couple of years
earlier by a young priest called Joseph Mohr.

The song was first performed on Christmas Eve 1818 at the
St Nicholas Parish Church in Oberndorf, a village on the
Salzach river.  Mohr had brought the words to Franz Gruber,
schoolmaster and organist in the nearby village of Arnsdorf,
and asked him to compose a melody and a simple guitar
accompaniment for the Christmas Eve church service.

THE FAIRYTALE STORY OF...
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by a single One Touch Setting (OTS) from the four that
are associated with the Christmas Waltz style.  Of
course, I’ll provide you with a little more detail about
the registration settings - in case you’re playing a
different model - but these are all single voice settings
so they’re quite easy to put together.

Registration  1 Cassotto  (accordion)
Tyros4: OTS1 (Christmas Waltz) 

Right 1................. Cassotto (volume 110)
Right 2/3.............. Off
Left.......................Off
Multi pad..............Cym & Chimes (volume 100)

Style.....................Intro3 - MAIN A (Christmas Waltz) 
I set the volume of the style to 88 - 
but set yours to suit.  I switched the 
INTRO lamp on before saving the 
registration in the memory button 1 
so that the intro will be activated 
automatically whenever I select the 
registration. 

I also switched on the SYNC START 
button and saved that in button 1 as 
part of the registration too.  Now the 
keyboard will be completely set up 
and ready to play as soon as I select
the registration - and all I’ll have to 
do is play the first chord top start the
intro.

Registration  2 Concert  Guitar
Tyros4: OTS1 (voice part Right 2) 

Right 1/3.............. Off
Right 2................. Concert Guitar (volume 100)
Left.......................Off

Multi pad..............Cym & Chimes (volume 100)

Style.....................MAIN A (Christmas Waltz)
I switched the Fill-in A lamp on before
saving the registration in the memory
button 2 so that the fill-in will be 
activated automatically as I move to 
the second registration.

Foot-switch.......... Assign to SUSTAIN.

Registration  3 Concert  Guitar
Tyros4: OTS1 (voice part Right 2) 

Registration 3 is an exact copy of the previous one
except...

Style.....................Intro 2 - MAIN B (Christmas Waltz)
I select INTRO 2 before storing the 
registration in button 3 so that the 
Intro sequence will be activated as 
soon as I press the registration 
button during performance. This intro
sequence will lead me into a repeat 
of the song from the start of the 
verse at bar 9. 

Registration  4 Cassotto  (accordion)
Tyros4: OTS1 (Christmas Waltz) 

Right 1................. Cassotto (volume 110)
Right 2/3.............. Off
Left.......................Off
Multi pad..............Cym & Chimes (volume 100)

Registration 4 is an exact copy of 
registration 1 except...

Style.....................MAIN B (Christmas Waltz) 
The Fill-in B lamp is selected this 
time before saving the completed 
registration to memory button 4..

3.    Performance Notes

Registration  1  -  Bar  1

I press Registration Memory button 1 and the Intro 3
and Synch Start buttons are activated as the
registration setting is called up.

If the registration has been stored correctly the Intro
will start to play as soon as I play the first chord (C
major) in the accompaniment part of the keyboard.

Note: Even though the first written chord is G major I
play a C major chord because the key of the piece is
C major.  The keyboard needs this chord to register
the correct key for the automatic Intro sequence. 

Now I let the Intro sequence run its 8-bar course -
being careful not to change the left hand chord whilst
it does so (although I can play the right-hand of the
written intro over the top of the sequence using the
Cassotto accordion voice if I choose). 

Registration  2  -  Bar  8

I change registration in the second half of bar 8.  This
works well because I’ve set a rhythm fill-in to play as I
select the second registration whilst changing the solo
voice to Concert Guitar in time for the verse to begin.

The verse starts at bar 9 and I play the guitar melody
one octave higher than written.  If you’re a more
experienced player you may be able to play the
melody using two notes - played a third apart. This
sounds nice but it’s not vital.

Tyros4’s MAIN screen showing my registration set-up and balances
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Note: I could have used the UPPER OCTAVE buttons to raise
the pitch of the right hand voice here but physically playing
the notes higher up the keyboard has the benefit of placing
my fingers in position roughly under the Tyros4’s Registration
Memory buttons.  I realise that some models have these
buttons in the centre of the keyboard - in which case I would
choose to make use of the OCTAVE change facility to raise
the pitch.  As you’ll gather the objective is simply to get the
buttons you need most within easy reach of your fingers. 

Bar  16

At bar 16 I press the MAIN B style button.  This should
activate the FILL-IN B pattern as the variation changes from
A to B.  If it doesn’t, check that the AUTO FILL-IN button is
switched on. 

Bar  24

At bar 24 it’s time to step up a gear again and I press the
MAIN C style button.  

Note: Although the melody voice hasn’t changed at all since
the start of the verse there’s been quite a change in the
overall sound.  This is because of the changes I’ve made to

the accompaniment.  You can check out the difference this
makes for yourself if you like - by playing the MAIN A
variation followed immediately by MAIN C.  Hopefully your
audience will register the change - but they’ll probably do so
without even realising that they have.

Registration  3  -  Bar  30  

Sometimes it’s really awkward to change a registration right
at the start of a bar - so here’s a ‘trick of the trade’ that may
help you achieve a smooth change...

I actually want the registration change to take effect at the
start of bar 31 - just as the melody note lands on the note C
at the end of the song.

So... I press the Registration button 3 halfway through bar
30.  (I do this using my left hand soon after I’ve played G
chord at the start of bar 30.)  If you time it right you’ll hit the
registration button on (or slightly after) beat 3.  This will give
you time to get your left hand back into position ready to
play the C chord at bar 31 - just as the Intro 2 sequence
begins.  It may take a little practice but it’s very ‘do-able’. 

Glyn’s Chord SequenceGlyn’s Chord Sequence
This is the chord chart I created for my own version of ‘Silent Night’.  You can sequence the chords into the Song Creator
program using the step-write facility or you can try to play them live.  The arrangement begins with an eight-bar introduction
using the Tyros4’s Christmas Waltz style.  You can play the written intro from the Easy Keyboard Library - Christmas Songs book
over the top if you like as it fits the chord sequence perfectly.

1: INTRO 3 - REG 1 2: INTRO 3 3: INTRO 3 4: INTRO 3

5: INTRO 3 6: INTRO 3 7: INTRO 3 8: INTRO 3

9: MAIN A 10: MAIN A 11: MAIN A 12: MAIN A

13: MAIN A 14: MAIN A 15: MAIN A 16: FILL IN B

17: MAIN B 18: MAIN B 19: MAIN B 20: MAIN B

21: MAIN B 22: MAIN B 23: MAIN B 24: FILL IN C

25: MAIN C 26: MAIN C 27: MAIN C 28: MAIN C

29: MAIN C 30: MAIN C 31: INTRO 2 32: INTRO 2

2nd  time  through
Sequence bars 35 to 60 provide the accompaniment for a
repeat  verse of the carol - starting from bar 9 in your
numbered music score...  

CCCC CC CC

CC CC CC CC

CC CC CC CC

GG77 GG77 CC GGmm77          //          CC77

FF DDmm77          //          GG77 CC CC            //            CC77

FF DDmm77          //          GG77 CC CC

GG GG##ddiimm77 AAmm DD77

CC GG77 CC CC

1st  time  through

CC

33: INTRO 2 34: INTRO 2

CC

35: MAIN B 36: MAIN B 37: MAIN B 38: MAIN B

39: MAIN B 40: MAIN B 41: MAIN B 42: FILL IN C

43: MAIN C 44: MAIN C 45: MAIN C 46: MAIN C

47: MAIN C 48: MAIN C 49: MAIN C 50: FILL IN D

51: MAIN D 52: MAIN D 53: MAIN D 54: FILL IN D

55: BREAK 56: BREAK 57: ENDING 3 58: ENDING 3

CC CC CC CC

GG77 GG77 CC GGmm77          //          CC77

FF DDmm77          //          GG77 CC CC            //            CC77

FF DDmm77          //          GG77 CC CC

GG GG##ddiimm77 AAmm DD77

CC GG77 CC CC

CC

59: ENDING 3 60: ENDING 3

CC
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Registration  4  -  Repeat  from  bar  9  after  Intro  2

As the 4-bar Intro2 sequence nears its end (i.e.
about halfway through bar 4 of the sequence) I press
Registration button 4.  Then, as the intro comes to
an end I start to play a repeat of the verse again -
this time from bar 9 on the printed music sheet.
Because I set the FILL-IN B to be activated as I
select the registration the transition from the Intro
should be seamless.

I play the melody, using the Cassotto voice, in thirds
an octave higher than written.  If you’re playing single
notes you may feel that it sounds better further down
the keyboard - so play the notes as written. 

Bar  16

At bar 16 I press the MAIN C style button which will
activate the FILL-IN C pattern as the variation changes
from B to C.  

Bar  24

At bar 24 it’s time to step up to MAIN D for the final
eight bars of the carol.  I press the MAIN D style
variation button to produce the FILL-IN that will lead
me into the last section.  

I added just a couple of little touches to the end by
pressing the BREAK button at the start of bars 29 and
30.  If you do this too be sure to phrase the melody to
match the flow of the break pattern. 

Bar  31

At bar 31, as the melody lands on the final C of the
piece, I press the ENDING 3 button to play out with a
professional closing sequence that slows musically to
the finish of the arrangement.  You can add one last
flourish if you like by pressing the Multi Pad buttons 3 &
4 right on the last note of the ending to sign off with the
lovely sparkle of the wind-chimes.

4.    And finally

I hope you’ve enjoyed following this workshop with me
- and I hope your friends and family will be duly
impressed when you perform it for them this holiday.

Because I haven’t recorded Silent Night I’ll be happy
to send any Tyros4 owner a copy of the registrations
and chord sequence I created.  Just send an email to
me at glyn@yamaha-club.co.uk with the words Silent
Night Workshop in the subject line of your message.
Do bear in mind though that I can only offer this to
Tyros4 owners because this is the instrument I’ve been
working on.  

I’m really hoping that Santa will be bringing me a shiny
new Tyros5 - as I’m very much looking forward to
working on that in the New Year.  Of course, owners of
older Tyros models won’t be left out because, happily
for us, the Tyros5 continues to use the same system -
so they all still work in the same way.  

See you next year.  Happy Christmas - and all the very
best for 2014!


